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January 23, 2016 We are currently in the throes of the blizzard of 2016. Up until now, winter has not made
itself truly apparent. Through the New Year, people have often been seen in summer togs with a Caribbean
attitude. Well, the Mid-Atlantic region will be talking about this one for a day or three. The advantage of modern
technology is that we have had plenty of warning. Equipment has been prepared, food had been bought and well,
the beer is cold. We’re good for a few days. No real reason to brave the storm other than to check on the
neighbors and share a story or two.
Speaking of stories and tales of adventure, we had our share this past year
aboard the Liberté. Some were brought aboard by clients, some by the
crew and others were self-inflicted. An underlying theme was the U.S.
Coast Guard’s increasing interest in the condition of their fleet of sailing
boats and the condition of their rigs and rigging. So I spent a bit more time
aloft this spring, documenting the standing and running rigging’s excellent
condition. On April 15, 2015, we left the slip with Jane, Ava and myself
onboard to hoist sails, and inspect their set and trim. A couple of manoverboard drills, fire and abandon-ship drills and we were good to go,
though it wasn’t until May 5th that the USCG came to visit, inspect and
observe some safety drills. We apparently did well enough and our papers
were signed and Liberté was back in business for 2015. The first charter of
the season was a full boat for a morning cruise. It was a reunion for crew of
the USS Hermitage. There was very little wind and we glided very slowly
across the Severn River Basin, but the sailors were thrilled to be on the
water. The evening sail was a small group of bachelorettes.

Ava and Bandit

.

A week later we had a wedding aboard, the winds shifty and light. This was a story for the record books, as it was
a 2-hour wedding and the groom (purposely) showed up 1 ½ hours past the start time. We were delighted as his
future mother-in-law gave him a talking-to! A week later we had another wedding, but a totally different situation.
We were pleased that everything went so well as Patrick was only home from the Navy for 10 days and he and
Casey wanted to fit their wedding in that time frame. They had a super glide home to enjoy the food and family
while the photographer never stopped organizing and taking pictures. (Why don’t we have any of these?)
Sol Systems, celebrating a big year, had a stiff breeze gusting to 22 kts.
With a reef in the mainsail, we had a wonderful sail out to the Bay
Bridge. Sailing back, several of the group got together and did a dramatic
reading of Jack Kerouac. Then we cut up a huge deep chocolate cake for
their enjoyment. On that Sunday, Scott threw a party for Marion’s
birthday. A great group, Gerard steered and we were entertained by
JaMar, “God of the Sea”. May 20th was the Naval Academy’s Blue
Angels fly over and air show. Once again, we had RepEquity onboard for
the event. (See our Facebook photos for some great shots.) Afterwards,
we hoisted anchor and went for a fine sail out into the bay.
“Fat Albert” coming through the rigging!

On May 22, we had a huge party for three young men graduated from the Academy. With a steady breeze from
the west, we sailed right up into Whitehall Bay. They shared a great spread of food from Palate Pleasers and
enjoyed three cakes, one each for Logan, Mark and Jon, and a fantastic sunset. We wish them well. On Friday,
May 29th, Rebecca and her family had a lovely sail, celebrating their daughter’s high school graduation. We slid
up the Severn River and then went for the take down in front of the Academy wall. The next day we had a lovely
group onboard for Kendall’s bachelorette. Little did they know that the groom, Matt, had called earlier and
ordered up some Dom Perignon for the ladies. It was a wonderful surprise and if it’s any indication, Matt will
make a fine husband. It was the Leukemia Cup on the bay that day, so there were a lot of sailboat races scattered
about. These guys are fierce competitors, on the course to win and raise money for an important cause. We had a
nice 15kt breeze and stayed busy not stealing their wind or being in the way of starts, finishes or buoy-roundings.

We finished up our sail at the finish line off of Back Creek. And, no, I did not steal the last boat’s wind. We had a
fairly quick turnaround and headed back out as the last of the racers came in. This was a special sail as the Hyatt
Regency of D.C. brought along their executive chef, Ryan LaRoche, and his signature appetizers, as well as their
own talented bartender and her unique cocktails. The event was epic. If you have the opportunity to sign up for
one of their unique events, we highly recommend it.
We were graced by the arrival of an English girl, Sarah,
with that wonderful accent and all, ready to work a bit as a
server. Having just done a transatlantic, she was quite
comfortable moving about the boat. On June 12th, we had a
lovely sail upwind to the Chesapeake Bay Foundation
building and the Annapolis neck and then a broad reach
home, as the ladies celebrated Lauren’s bachelorette. In the
evening Wade came aboard and we had a teambuilding
exercise during the first half of the trip and then some team
comradery for the group from Pulse 8. (It was great to see
Kevin, who we knew from the Chart House years before.)
Guests at the Park Hyatt event

The evening of June 19th was a special cruise for some special people. We had pretty much 0 knots of wind, with
t-storms to the west and south of us. But we did have one very happy bunch for Chris and Erin’s pre-wedding
cruise. Chris Haught has worked aboard the Liberté for years and we knew many of the guests. We knew the
music would be great, and I heard many comments on how good the music was or how much they loved a song
playing. As it is difficult to hear the music from the wheel and it is not my main focus, we, the crew, did not
realize that Chris H. had forgotten to push the auxiliary button for his personal playlist, so we listened to the same
cd for 2 hours. Having so much fun, we did not notice this until the very end of the cruise.
The next day we had two parties. In the early afternoon we had very light winds and a small group to celebrate the
Wests’ 50th wedding anniversary. So after puttering about for a bit, we hove-to and let them swim for a bit to cool
off. We have always found that the best plan is to see what you get for weather, conditions and the group’s
attitude to decide our course of action. Apparently we did it right, as daughter-in-law, Karen, sent us an email that
very night saying: “SOOOOOOOO FANTASTIC, JANE! You and Captain Chris were the crème de la crème!
Thank you for an unforgettable day.” Thanks, Karen; it was a real pleasure!
The offshore voyage had an addition this year with a crew orientation letter. It should have been written about 20
years ago, but better late than never. It included the extreme detail of all the bad things that can happen, how they
happen and what to do if they do happen. It inspired one comment from the crew, “why would I ever want to go?”
So an extra paragraph was added mentioning all the good stuff. First are the sunsets and sunrises which stretch
across an unbroken sea skyscape. The moon as clear and bright as can be imagined. The stars of our Milky Way
Galaxy that inspired the stories of the ancients, lay scattered across the black carpet of our infinite universe. A
meteorite’s blazing streak catching your eye. Your course is that second star to the right, your dreams light
enough to fly. Beneath you the impenetrable depths of the oceans blend into the unfathomable reaches of the
universe above. There can be days of power sailing into boisterous seas, the spray salty and clean. Or, when all is
going your way, you surge forward, surfing each passing wave. Dolphins play about the vessel, leaping into the
air. A whale surreptitiously follows along with her calf. A pack of sea turtles raising their heads together. A shark
wanders by slowly, its malevolent eyes upon you. You can feel the strength, power and confidence of this ancient
apex predator. These are just some of the reasons people make the adventure offshore.
This year we had a great crew for the voyage: my nephew Lee, his dad, his dad’s frat brother Macci and good
friend to all, Brandon. Departure was right on schedule, only an hour and a half late. We motor-sailed through the
late afternoon and evening, anchoring around 10pm just short of the Chesapeake and Delaware Canal. We grilled
up some steaks, legumes and Chart House baked potatoes, then shared some fine wines dining under the stars.
It was a brief rest as we got underway at 3 am. The stars were out, the wind was calm and the tide fair as we
motored through the canal to the Delaware Bay. An eight hundred foot ship entered the canal before we exited.
Going slowly, we eased ourselves closer to the edge. It all happened in slow motion as the enormous vessel
slowly grew in size until it overwhelmed everything. As it passed, we noted that its lifeboat was as big as Liberté.

We entered the Delaware River, the wind calm and the tide against us. As we made our way south, the wind and
waves built. The tide was fair for all too brief a time and our progress slowed until we were all but stopped. As we
approached the Delaware Bay’s entrance, the seas built with an increasing wind. As captain, I decided that we
should get some sail up for the extra power, take some load off of the engine and try to smooth the ride out. We’d
not had the main up for ten minutes when she tore along a couple of seams. It was a good thing that there was a
new mainsail aboard. So we set a plan in motion. Getting into the lee of Cape Henlopen put us into the ships’
anchorage; a bit unnerving, sailing so close to 800’ships. As we finally cleared a shoal that would allow us to get
to some truly calm water, we saw that there was a major dredging operation going on right where we wanted to
go. So we tacked back out into the waves much sooner than hoped. This took us close to the ship/pilot transfer
area where there was a transfer going on. We short-tacked through all this while trying to hank on the new main.
What is normally an 8-10 hour motor became an 18 hour adventure. The Delaware didn’t release us until the tide
went fair and we cleared out into the Atlantic at 10 pm. We raised all the sails and with the stiff breeze abaft the
beam, sailed east as fast as possible. Large t-storms would be approaching. We did drop the fisherman a few
hours later but the cool Atlantic depleted the power of the front and its storms. We sailed on through the night,
lightning lighting up the distant thunder heads. A beautiful day and a fair breeze greeted us and we hoisted some
sails and dropped others to balance the boat. There were dolphins and birds and clear sailing all the way to Cape
Cod.
The Cape Cod season started off with a fine breeze and a medium
sized group which gave the crew an opportunity to refresh their
skills. We wasted no time in making our first move which was to do
a man-overboard drill. It’s required and a good exercise in
managing the boat and the people. It went flawlessly. It’s so
beautiful sailing in Falmouth. Our first day and we saw all the best
stuff right off. In the morning we sailed to Nobska Point. In the
afternoon was a wedding weekend sail and we sailed into Vineyard
Haven. The sunset was awesome and then we had the fireworks to
finish the day. What a start to the season. Sunday had even better
sailing with the southwest breeze building from 12 to 20 knots
throughout the day. Liberté was regularly hitting 8 knots of boat
speed with 9 ½ knots our top speed for the day.

Miss Brielyn and Miss Cali are back!
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On Tuesday the USCG came to visit for our annual Cape Cod safety inspection. Almost everything was perfect
except for a minor fuel leak on the injection pump. I pointed it out to them prior to getting underway. After doing
the various drills, we reviewed this and they insisted it be fixed prior to taking on passengers. So we lost the day
to that, most of it spent trying to find the mechanic with the knowledge of this injector pump so we would tighten
the correct screw. Turn the wrong one and you break it. Six hours of phone calls and we finally got the guy. We
were up and running by 7pm. This was the company’s second lost day due to mechanical issues in 25 years.
Friday had us all over the place. In the morning we went east to Waquoit Bay. In the afternoon we went west past
Nobska lighthouse to Lackey’s Bay, where we crossed paths with the Shenandoah. For the evening we motored
south to Vineyard Haven to pick up a private charter as a part of their big wedding weekend. It was a blast. There
was not a lot of wind but several large schooners were also out. We spent the night at Tisbury Wharf in Vineyard
Haven. Cali knows people everywhere and we hoisted a few before the young folks headed into town. In the
morning I went for a stroll through the quaint town. Very eclectic architecture is scattered about this very old
village. We had Cali, Brielyn, Jane, Ava and Bandit aboard. In the morning we had a lovely motor back to
Falmouth. The crew lounged with coffee and breakfast while Bandit ran around the deck continuously. When a
power boat was spotted, he would bark ferociously. The next evening we had Jennifer’s Sagamore Beach Social
Group and sailed into absolutely the brightest, reddest sunset I’ve seen in a long time.
The next Friday was a lovely day and the afternoon wind and tide were favorable for a fantastic sail to Oak Bluffs,
deep into Vineyard Haven, around an anchored Shenandoah, past West Chop and then a cruise along the town
beaches of Falmouth. On Saturday, we headed west to the Elizabeth Islands, an almost completely untouched,
undeveloped region of coastline. We enjoyed a close pass with the Alabama and finally passed a fleet of 420s
with their spinnakers up. A fantastic day.

Monday, July 20th was a wonderful morning with a bit of that foggy haze you can feel burning off and becoming a
classic day. For the morning we sailed with 10 knots of southwest slowly building to 12 knots. For the afternoon
it was windier, toward 18 knots and the choppy white wave caps splashed a bit as Liberté sliced smoothly along.
Suddenly, Brielyn stepped up to the wheel. She pointed and said, “A balloon in the water up ahead. Can I drive
and pick it up?” This is a woman who will throw herself off a moving truck in the safest way possible while still
looking great. So, I stepped back and she grasped the wheel from me and proceeded to do a fine job of
approaching the “man-overboard”. We would have needed a bit more time to get out all the other equipment for a
full retrieval. However, when an actual incident of an “m.o.b.” occurs, the person overboard is astern of the boat,
not ahead of it. So, you have more time. In the later part of the sail, a solitary large dark cloud approached us.
There was no rain that we could see, nor on the radar but there was a cool and stiff gust of wind with it. A
fantastic sail. The evening cruise had a lovely sunset that silhouetted a large schooner off of East Chop. Later on
we heard that it was the well-known Appledore.
On Tuesday morning my Dad and an old friend of his came for a
sail. The wind was scant and we had to drift-sail, motoring against
the tide a bit. A north wind greeted us the next morning and the
forecast was for lots of wind. We had wind but not lots and ended
by gliding home from Nobska on the fair tide. In the afternoon, the
north wind faded away and slowly filled from the southwest. We
made it to Vineyard Haven where the Shenandoah, under full sail,
yards and all, crossed our bow. Always an impressive sight. The
sunset started off typically enough. We left Vineyard Haven by
West Chop headed for Nobska light with a fantastic sunset in the
making and the Alabama pacing alongside, just amazing to call
back and forth. Crossing Vineyard Sound, the wind shifted from
12 kts sw to 15 nw and then on to nne at 18 knots plus. In ten
minutes we went from a broad reach with full sail to close hauled
and reduced sail. Cali performed masterfully while helping to
Liberté under sail by Pam Hasson
douse the fisherman sail.
On another day, we sailed off Falmouth Heights and cruised the beaches for the morning sail with a light breeze.
The afternoon had a steadier wind and we made it to East Chop and then crossed over to West Chop and into
Vineyard Haven. We let a tugboat, a ferry, a big sailboat and then two more ferries pass as we made our way. On
our return while crossing Vineyard Sound we had a little gusting action. Normally this would pose no issues.
However the cruise being so smooth our passenger Devon had fallen asleep upon the big cushion. During the gust
he began to slide a bit. Our crew, Kevin, saw this happening and was mostly ready. Without waking up, Devon
lightly grasped the dorade and stopped his slide. All good. But then his backpack fell off onto the deck and Kevin
caught it and the keys, but not the phone as it went splash. What to do? Do we wake him up, tell him the bad news
and ruin his nap and maybe the rest of the day? No. There was nothing to be done, so we waited until he woke up
as we approached the harbor. It turns out the keys were irreplaceable and the phone a burner. The brand new
iPhone was back at the house. All was still good in Devon’s world. Nothing like napping on a boat.

2016 Cape Cod Daily Schedule and Fares
July 2 ‐ September 5

All dates
July 2nd through Aug. 14
Aug. 15 through Sept. 5

Adults

Children

10:30am – 12:30pm………. $ 25 …………. $ 15
2pm – 5pm……………………. $ 35 …………. $ 20
6:30pm – 8:30pm………..…. $ 40 Adult fare only
2pm – 4:30pm………………. $ 30 …………. $ 15
6:00pm – 8:00pm………..…. $ 40 Adult fare only

On Friday the 31st we had a private charter for the morning as Bill and the interns came aboard to start their day.
As it was a big group, I had all three crew aboard for the morning. We short tacked along the beaches to Nobska,
crossed Vineyard Sound to the island and back around to Falmouth Heights. We tightened up all our sails for the
final close-hauled sailing back to Falmouth and apparently got a little over enthusiastic with the fisherman sail.
We pretty much tore the head right off. I did not have a spare one in a bag. Fortunately, the wind was up and I

could resolve that issue later. The afternoon sail was great with a steady breeze and a fair tide to Lackey’s Bay,
but a ferocious full moon tide made for a very long broad reach against us to cross to the island. But, heck, who
doesn’t love a broad reach? The sunset was lovely and the full moon rise spectacular for Annie’s private party.
My frustration was with the lack of my fisherman sail. Without it we could not get any real traction with the light
winds to buck the tide. So the next morning there was sail tape and some thread added onto that torn fisherman
sail. Not pretty but it held for the season and more.
We had to deal with Bandit, our dog, being on the dock a lot more this year. We quickly learned that despite the
fact that he is properly fed by his owners (us), people just cannot help but give him food. A few French fries, a
bite of or even an entire hamburger, and even fried clams, which ounce for ounce are the price of gold and worth
the price. But, he is a dog. If you were to ask him if he is hungry the answer is yes, always yes. So, we put a sign
on his collar asking people to not feed him and they pretty much did not feed him. He loves other dogs and wants
to get close and sniff and play and if he cannot he whines and barks and his fur stands up on the back of his neck
like a hyena, real scary like. But, he’s totally harmless. It does, however, get a person’s attention.
On Saturday, August 1st the bachelorettes threw a sailing party for their first event of the day. Each wore a
sailor’s cap with their nickname stenciled on. We heard some of the stories of those nicknames and we’ll keep
their secrets. We started the day with a reef in the main and the wind continued to strengthen throughout the day.
The afternoon was a heckuva birthday party and sail. We hit speeds of 10 knots and birthday cake was
everywhere. The mainsail got another reef for the sunset and it was a good one. We made East Chop and hooked
up with the Alabama, sailing into Vineyard Haven with her. Clearing the harbor at West Chop, we watched the
sun set over the Elizabeth Islands. With the wind down to 15 knots, we had a lovely coast home as the almost full
moon rose to the east. Cali says she saw a giant sea turtle. She was the only one, so did she?
On Thursday was one of our newest favorite charters of the
summer season. Neill brings his family for a day of adventure,
swimming, lunch and sailing. Just a fantastic group from 6 to
60, the generations blend and find joy in each other. Unfortunately, we had no wind on our way to The Black Dog Tavern.
A slow motor got us to the dock that we luckily scored for their
luncheon. Afterwards we anchored up for some swimming and
play time. A solid breeze greeted us as we departed Vineyard
Haven for Nobska and a very close pass to the homes there.
With a fair breeze and tide we tacked away from the coastline
for some exciting close-hauled sailing. That evening the sunset
sail was great and though we never actually saw the orb of the
sun, the pinks and reds gracing the sky seemed to last forever.

A painting of Liberté by Richard Forster of Kent, England

My dad and an old friend came aboard for another sail and we had slightly more wind than the first time. In the
afternoon we almost sailed into Vineyard Haven, however it was apparent that there was very little wind in there.
Crossing astern of the Alabama, we had some great views of the homes that sit on the western tip of the West
Chop. The wind was light for most of the next day, the seas calm. We glided about in an easy, relaxed way. The
Shenandoah was also gliding about with all sails set. A majestic sight if ever there was one. As we passed a
second time, there was a flurry of activity aboard her and Boom! A blast of her cannon shattered the quiet of the
two ships as we passed. The evening was a lovely sunset made all the sweeter as several great friends came
aboard to enjoy Miss Jane’s hospitality. On Saturday, August 15th, a steady southwesterly made for an easy day
of sailing. In the afternoon, Sabine threw a party for Antonio’s 50th birthday. In the evening we had Rebecca &
Joe’s wedding ceremony. We made it to Vineyard Haven, where the ceremony actually took place.
On the day of the Falmouth Road race, we take the morning off from sailing as nobody can really get to the boat
because of the road closures. Many of the neighbors come down to the corner with their beach chairs to watch, in
order of appearance, the wheelchairs racers, then the professional runners and finally a stream of people running,
jogging, walking and/or huffing and puffing as they go by. As time goes by the runners go slower and slower until
finally the jogging becomes a slow motion shuffle. You start to wonder if it is the same race. At about this time
the “DU” crew starts to arrive. Some have finished the race, others end their running when they get to the corner
and there are others who have matured and do the ice-cream walk. We had a fine relaxing sail about Vineyard

Sound. With some of this springs offshore crew aboard, it made the trip even easier. The sunset voyage had a
bunch of friends aboard. Kat was treated to a very close pass with the Alabama and a pocket sunset.
On Monday, we had no morning sail as the crowds tend to be nursing their sore muscles or party heads. The
afternoon sail was great. We cruised along the beach and did the “Woods Hole House Tour” out past Nobska.
Brielyn suddenly yelled, “Captain! Look, a football! Can we get it” This was a great opportunity to practice an
MOB drill, an almost real life situation. And, so we executed the entire drill successfully and I am now the proud
owner of a green rubber football. Our sunset was now leaving earlier by half an hour, so we found ourselves very
busy in the parking lot between the afternoon and sunset sails. (Note a change in our 2016 daily schedule.)
These past couple of weeks there had been an abandoned sailboat tied off on the Tides bulkhead which is directly
across from where Liberté ties off. If you have ever seen the 180 degree turn I need to make, you know it’s tight
there in the harbor. The way this vessel was tied off, it couldn’t have been more in my way. With loose dock lines
it hung out into the channel. It was a fine model of cruising boat but in need of a lot of love and cleaning.
Apparently the lessees had abandoned the vessel offshore and the owner was Dutch, living in Alaska and was ill.
A sad story. Cali and Brielyn started calling her Libertini, and fantasized about starting their own little charter
business. After about three weeks, the boat disappeared. We understand that it was purchased for a very good
price by a Vineyarder who seemed to have the will, the resources and gumption to take on the project.
August 25th was Brielyn’s last sailings of the summer and they were
good ones. We had the classic southwest wind at 12-15 for the
morning. Building up to 20 knots, we had a reef in the main for the
afternoon. We met up with the Alabama in the middle of Vineyard
Sound, then enjoyed the calm waters east of Nobska, then made our
way to the west of Woods Hole where we had some steep waves, up
to 5 footers. It was a very fast broad reach to West Chop and around
the corner into Vineyard Haven. The passage back across the sound
was fast and a bit choppy. The winds and seas had eased a bit for the
sunset. It was brilliant as the sun set on the Elizabeth Islands, sailing
fast for home, and the rising moon to the east. Peter and Cynthia and
friends had a perfect sail and a pocket sunset the next night, with
clouds of pinks and reds and a full moon rising. Two nights later,
Kevin in sport coat, photobombing Val’s picture
Marisa (M.O.H.) brought Kristina and friends out for a bachelorette.
On Sunday we had a special guest on board for the day. As Sundays are a sacred family day for Cali and with
Brielyn back at school in L.A., we were treated to the crewing skills of Mike Bouchie for the day. It was great fun
having he and Kevin working together again. There was a steady 15 knots of southwest breeze for the day and the
sailing couldn’t have been better. And though the sun set into the clouds, the moon was just peaking over the
eastern horizon as we entered the harbor. My Dad was able to get out one morning and we finally had some nice
winds for his cruise. Also joining us for a sail was Captain Rob of the Quickwater who had been threatening to
come onboard all summer.
Friday brought us a stiff north, northeast wind. I am only responsible for my crew’s skills and why Mr. Kevin
wore a white sport coat for the day was a mystery, but he was looking very stylish. The afternoon sail took us out
past Great Neck to the east. The sunset over Falmouth Heights was fine. This was the first cruise of the season
that I did not give the presentation. On Saturday, we had a wedding charter in the morning with a very light
breeze. It is important to keep in mind that people have very different concepts of time. I had inquired as to the
length of the ceremony as it is bad form to tack in the middle if the “I do”s. “It’s not long at all” can actually be a
wide range of 5 minutes to 35 minutes. As we approached the shore it became apparent that I would reach the end
of my run before they concluded the vows. We managed to hold off through some sailing tricks but it was a near
thing as we could hear the voices on the beach floating across the water. Congratulations to Joe & Michele.
Sunday started as calm as could be and some wind shifts worked for Ted’s charter. The afternoon started with
wind. But, as we approached Vineyard Haven it shifted and died and we almost had to fire up the engine to get
out of it. There was a much better breeze on the Falmouth side and Ken’s birthday party was better for it. Mr.
Kevin had a previous engagement so with Miss Cali on board, Miss Jane had returned from Annapolis and Miss
Janet, the fantastic artist who fields all those incoming reservation calls, worked the bar for a lovely sunset.

But then it was Labor Day and the Cape Cod season came to an end. The
weather had been phenomenal, rain seemed to come only at night, and
though we had wind, there were no strings of ferocious days. It was time to
get ready to return to Annapolis and for the first time in many years, I was
finding myself short on crew. Jim Lay, a live-aboard at our marina in
Annapolis, friend and sailor, assisted in getting Liberté prepared. I also had
Kevin, 5 years as crew, friend and sailor; and then myself. Three is enough
but I prefer having a fourth. At the last moment, our good friend Pucci
climbed on.
So at noon on Thursday, we were four ready to go. And did it rain. A
deluge. We waited an hour for when it seemed that it would let up. But the
lull never arrived so we departed at 1 pm. We had plenty of rain, not much
wind and a fair tide as we cleared into the Atlantic, not catching even a
glimpse of the cliffs of Aquinnah through the rain squalls. But we did see
some dolphins. The forecast for the entire voyage was for heavy downpours
and light wind from the southeast shifting to a gentle northerly. It poured
and rained for 8 hours. Then it eased to a drizzle and we were more or less
done with the rain. It rained everywhere we were not. So the dolphins
brought us good luck.

A terrific drawing by our own Miss Janet
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The motor-sailing was easy. Friday morning the wind shifted to the north, a steady 12, to 15 to 18 knots and
Liberté was in full stride heading straight for Cape May. Twelve straight hours of broad reaching at 8 or more
knots is very fun indeed. As the wind faded we were back to motor-sailing, then the wind came around to the
south-southwest and we entered the Delaware Bay just before 4 am as the tide went fair. Our typical itinerary
would be to anchor at the Sassafras to get some sleep and wait for a fair tide down the Chesapeake. However, to
stop would mean not getting into Annapolis until Sunday evening which meant Pucci wouldn’t have any time to
visit the town. The rest of the crew agreed that there was little point in sitting in the rain when we could make
steady progress and get home that day. We arrived in Annapolis at 7pm with one final drenching downpour. The
total time from Cape Cod to Annapolis was 2 and ¼ days. That’s pretty much a record for us.
Back in Annapolis, Jane and I had a more leisurely pace with our fall charters. Drs. C. and S. took their staff out
on the boat for a day. We did not have a lot of wind, just scooching across the starting line of the North American
Nationals. A competitive bunch, they align tightly on that line when the gun goes bang. Passing around Tolly
Point we saw the CBF’s super-‘green’ office building, then made our way out to Thomas Point and the group
went for a swim. On September 19th, Chuck and Rusty crewed for us on a wedding sail. A confluence of vessels
incoming and outgoing, myself included, met at the shoal pole. It had become a bit windier and the bay was a bit
choppier than I like for a wedding ceremony. Britney and Teke were real troupers and carried on. After they
raised the staysail together, we made our way back into the lee of Tolly Point, enjoying the sunset up the Severn .
Meanwhile, Jane had a huge weekend planned for her college reunion and so we brought Kevin down to cover the
charters during her absence. Jane debated about going while a hurricane approached, but she knew that with
Kevin and I on duty, the boat was in excellent hands. She had a great time relaxing with old friends in the hills of
New Hampshire (with beautiful weather) while Kevin and I sat around and did basically nothing, as the rain and
hurricane threat canceled all of our sails. We call it standing by to stand by, for five days. The hurricane never
arrived.

2016 Calendar
April 22 ‐ June 26……………………….. Annapolis, Maryland
July 2 ‐ Sept. 5…………………………. Cape Cod, Massachusetts
Sept. 14 ‐ Oct. 23………………………… Annapolis, Maryland

Soon there was a feeling of winter in the air as it was quite
chilly on the water. October 17th was very cold, but the
group was dressed for it to celebrate Matt’s 30th. No such
thing as bad weather just a badly chosen wardrobe.
On Oct. 30th, I brought the boat south to Herring Bay in
the hopes of catching the high tide so I could get into the
harbor. No such luck as the stiff north winds had blown
the water out of the bay. Anchored just outside of the
harbor, I had plenty of time to study the breakwater so as
to be able to judge just how high the morning tide would
be. There was also plenty of time to enjoy one of the most
spectacular sunsets of the year. Then it got cold, very cold.

The main and foremasts coming out for the first time

I was able to enter the harbor the next morning. I have been hauling out at Herrington Harbor Marina for years
and they have a great bunch of people working for them and take great pride in their work and grounds. Atlantic
rigging used the yard’s small crane to pull the mizzen out for the travel lift to be able to wrap around Liberté. A
couple of days later, after being hauled, another much bigger crane came and lifted the main and the foremast out
of their steps. It was quite a sight to see them dangling in the air. And now the real work could begin to get ready
for the 2016 sailing season.
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